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Abstract: Engaging computers in composing musical pieces is a challenging and trending field of 

research. The musical tasks that can be performed or aided by computers’ computational powers, are 

numerous. This paper is concerned with applications of computational intelligence in music 

composition.  Its main objective is to survey various computational intelligence techniques for 

performing miscellaneous music composition tasks. To achieve this objective, we first define each music 

composition task, then we discuss the recent applications of each, and the techniques adopted in them. 

We also highlight the most suitable techniques for performing each task. Our study shows that the most 

suitable techniques for human composers imitative systems are case-based reasoning and artificial 

neural networks. It is also shown that Markov models are more suitable for predicting musical notes 

based on the given previous notes. Genetic algorithms excel in chord progressions generation. Deep 

neural networks are clever at capturing temporal information of a musical piece. The state-of-the-art 

generative adversarial networks produce music as close as possible to real compositions. At the end of 

this study, we shed the light on many future research directions in the field of computer music 

composition. 
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1. Introduction  

 

Turning computers into music composers or even into aider for music composers, is very challenging. 

Composing musical pieces through computers requires, not only feeding computers with musical rules, 

but also teaching them to infer musical rules from already existing musical pieces. Thus, computer 

music generation is specifically challenging to the field of Computational Intelligence (CI) including 

also Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) [1].   
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In the last decade there has been a boost in the applications that involve computational intelligence 

techniques and algorithms. Computational intelligence techniques have been heavily involved in 

numerous applications related to various research fields such as face recognition through deep learning 

[2], Image retrieval through knowledge-based techniques [3]. Additionally, there are applications of AI 

in the field of medical research [4] and even in Covid-19 related research [5]. 

Computer music composition is a rather novel field of research. In this paper we aim for studying the 

modern applications of CI in the field of computer music composition. Music composition process is 

divided into several music composition tasks such as melody, accompaniment, and rhythm generation, 

each of which have further subtypes that will be discussed later in this paper. Additionally, CI, AI and 

ML have been excessively used in music composition field due to being able to simulate human 

creativity in a way or another. Figure. 1 includes the most popular intelligence algorithms (to the left) 

used in automating music composition tasks (to the right).   

 In this paper we aim to give insight on which computational techniques are most suitable for which 

music composition tasks. We list the most recent applications adopting each technique. Finally, we 

discuss the future research directions related to them. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows Section 2 discusses the music composition systems 

classified by music compositions tasks. For each task, we illustrate the most recent applications and 

computational intelligence techniques adopted in them. Section 3 is a discussion of the findings of our 

study. Finally, we conclude our survey in Section 4 proposing some future research directions. 

 

2. Study of Music Composition Systems 

Computer music composition became highly correlated with the term "algorithmic composition" which, 

from its name, uses algorithms in automating the music composition process. The following subsections 

discuss recent research in automating each composition task. 

2.1 Melody Pitch 

A musical piece is mostly represented by its main melody. The melody is a set of single consecutive, 

satisfying, notes forming the musical piece. Musical notes’ pitch distinguishes them from each other. A 

pitch is the human interpretation to sound wave frequency and is closely related to it. A primary 

objective to many music composition applications is to imitate a human composer’s experience; thus, 

Figure. 1: Music Composition Tasks and Algorithms 
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Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) makes a suitable approach for the task. María Navarro-Cáceres et al. [6] 

combined case-based reasoning with a Markov model in a melody composition system. Their objective 

was to obtain the probabilities of a given note following the last note incorporated in the melody.  

Pedro et al. [7] proposed a multi-objective fitness function genetic algorithm (GA) for enhancing the 

selection process of melody generation. Moreover, they proposed "Melodic Trees" as a data structure 

for chromosomes representation.  

Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have a good share in music composition applications. Colombo et al. 

[8] developed a system for melody generation through deep Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) that is 

able to capture long-range temporal structure. Since Conditional Restricted Boltzmann Machine 

(CRBM) has the ability to model temporal dependencies, Benjamin Smith took advantage of this to 

achieve full reconstructions of musical pieces given a few starting seed note. From the very first DNNs 

to deal with audio data is WaveNet [9]. WaveNet was primarily developed for speech synthesis 

purposes; however, when experimented on musical piano pieces it was able to produce realistic musical 

waveforms. The first version of WaveNet was slow in generating data; however, the authors developed 

a much faster version later on in [10]. 

Recently, Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) lead to a major breakthrough in many fields, 

including music generation. Li-Chia Yang [11] utilized GANs for melody generation but worked on 

MIDI sequences in the symbolic musical space. Hao-Wen Dong et al. [12] developed a GAN for multi-

tack music generation. Yijie Xu et al. [13] developed a GAN melody generation system in which the 

generator is made by Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (Bi-LSTM) and the discriminator is made 

by LSTM. They utilize Bayesian for the optimization policy of their GAN. Yi Yu et al.  [14] developed 

a lyrics-conditioned AI melody generator. Their system has three components: lyrics encoder network, 

melody generation network, and MIDI sequence tuner. The most important component is the melody 

generator GAN having a LSTM-based generator and discriminator. Their GAN is lyrics-conditioned so 

as to generate a satisfying melody that matches the input lyrics. 

2.2 Melody Timbre 

Melody "Timbre" is engaged with musical instruments sounds interpretation. The most common 

definition of timbre is that it is the quality or tone of sound and it distinguishes different voices. Daniel 

Mintz [15] developed a method for timbral synthesis based on timbral description rather than verbal 

description suggested earlier. Users of Daniel's system can specify their wanted timbre through 

standardized descriptors. Their timbral synthesis engine transform analysis equations into synthesis 

equations whose coefficients specify specific points in a timbral space.  

Further working with timbral spaces, Allan Seago et al. [16] utilized weighted centroid localization 

(WCL) for proposing a timbre space search strategy expanding on their work in [17]. 

Timbre's has a huge role in the process of music. Carpentier et al. [18] introduced Orchidée, a time-

efficient evolutionary orchestration algorithm. Marcelo Caetano et al. [19] developed an artificial 

immune system (AIS) called Opt-aiNet that aids in orchestration. Opt-aiNet is formulated as a multi-

modal system that searches for combinations of musical instrument sounds that minimize the distance to 

a reference sound encoded in a fitness function. 

A very recent research of Koray Tahiroğlu et al. [20] presented a deformable musical instrument that 

performs  real-time audio synthesis. Their instrument utilizes a deep learning model with GAN in 

generating audio samples. Their model has the ability to produce the realistic range of timbre of the 

trained data set in addition to the ability to generate new audio samples in real-time while providing 

novel characteristics of sounds. 
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2.3 Counterpoint Accompaniment 

Counterpoint accompaniment has a set of strict rules to generate more than one accompanying voices 

(typically two to four). Hence, rule-based algorithms were convenient for this type of accompaniment 

music. Gabriel Aguilera et al. [21] coded counterpoint rules using a computer algebra system by means 

of probabilistic logic.  

Victor Padilla et al. [22] developed a system that imitates two-voice Palestrina-style counterpoint. They 

combined statistical generation and pattern discovery in the counterpoint generation process. Once 

patterns are organized according to a probabilistic distribution, two-voice counterpoint is generated into 

those patterns using a first-order Markov model. Cheng et al. [23] developed a system that imitates the 

nonlinear fashion of real composers in writing music rather than the chronological way adopted by past 

systems. They trained a convolutional neural network to generate partial musical scores, moreover, they 

introduced the use of blocked Gibbs sampling as an analogue to rewriting. 

Very recently, Eric P. Nichols et al. [24] developed a contrapuntal music generation system based on a 

Neural Machine Translation (NMT) technique. Their system is concerned with Baroque counterpoint 

where they model the interaction between any two given voices as a translation process. In their 

technique, translating from one contrapuntal voice to another imposes some constraints on the latter, but 

doesn’t define it completely. 

2.4 Chorale Accompaniment 

Chorale accompaniment is composed of four-part music lines; soprano and three other lower voices. F. 

Liang et al. [25] developed BachBot, which is a generative model based on deep LSTM for producing 

music in the style of Bach's chorales. Another Bach chorales imitative system is that of G. Hadjeres et 

al. [26] however, their system utilizes a dependency network accompanied with pseudo-Gibbs for the 

music sampling. T. Yamada et al. [27] compared between the use of Bayesian networks (BNs) and 

recurrent neural networks in chorale music generation highlighting the strengths and weaknesses of 

each. 

Recently, Gilbert Wassermann and Mark Glickman [28] proposed an algorithm for harmonization in the 

style of Bach chorales. However, their algorithm takes the bass line as an input in contrast to the melody 

input that was adopted in earlier systems. They combine rule-based and machine learning techniques in 

their system. For learning harmonic structure, their system uses a hidden Markov model, and the system 

determines individual voice lines by optimizing a Boltzmann pseudolikelihood function. They utilize a 

weighted linear combination of constraint indicators to help them incorporate musical constraints in 

their Boltzmann function. 

2.5 Chord Accompaniment 

Chord accompaniment is a type of harmony that is most frequently used. This type of harmony is 

composed of a set of multiple harmonic notes that are played simultaneously. Liu et al. [29] utilized 

genetic algorithms (GA) in generating polyphonic accompaniment. In contrary to the human feedback 

fitness evaluation adopted earlier, they introduced a fitness function with several evaluation rules that 

are based on music theory. Later in [30], they combined data mining with GA. They introduced 

extracting chord patterns and styles of a specific composer by the help of data mining. They then fed the 

GA with the extracted patterns as genes. The fitness function of the used GA was also based on music 

theory.  
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Navarro et al. [31], also embedded music theory in their chord generation system and combined it with 

an AIS. The penalty function of their AIS encodes musical rules to automatically generate chord 

progressions. Their AIS proposes multiple candidates for the next chord in a sequence that minimize the 

penalty function.  

Brunner et al. [32] utilized two LSTM ANNs in polyphonic music generation; one for predicting chord 

progression based on a chord embedding, and another for generating polyphonic music based on the 

predicted chord progression. M.Nadeem [33] utilized two parallelly trained LSTM RNNs to generate 

musical notes along with their chords at the same time. By introducing this technique, they ensure that 

both, notes and chords, are closely related along all the training steps. Recently, Yu-Wei Wen and 

Chuan-Kang Ting [34] utilized genetic algorithms in developing a chord generator that follows the 

Bossa Nova style. 

 

2.6 Bass Accompaniment 

Bassline is closely related to chord accompaniment and in harmony with it. Liu et al. [29] system also 

utilizes GA to generate bass line in addition to chord. Their GA is run three times each with different 

fitness functions for each of the generated melody, chord and bass line. K. Komatasu et al. [35] system 

is another example of a bass-line generation model through genetic programming. BassNet [36] is a 

recently developed Bass Guitar tracks generator that utilize deep learning. This system is a conditional 

generator based on a given input musical pieces rather than generating from scratch. The system also 

provides the user with two-dimensional learned conditioning signal for mor control of the output bass 

line. 

2.7 Rhythm 

Rhythm represents the beats of the musical piece it determines the speed and style of the piece. By 

definition, rhythm is a regularly repeated pattern of musical beats, hence it is closely related to pattern 

mining. Liu et al. [30] developed an evolutionary composition system based on genetic algorithms and 

pattern mining. The extracted patterns then serve as the basis for chromosome representation. Hongru 

Liang et al. [37] developed a rhythm learning model based on ANNs.  

 

3. Discussion 

Table. 1 summarizes the frequently used CI techniques for automating each music composition task. 

We find that for melody pitch generation, DNN and GAN have the greatest share of recent applications 

of this task with the aim of approaching real compositions as much as possible. Most of the melody 

timbre applications depend on linear optimization due to the idea of timbral spaces. GAs are mostly 

suitable for the task of chord generation and its closely related bass line. 

From the studied techniques we find that for the task of imitating or capturing a human composer’s style 

or experience, CBR is a good candidate for the task. For predicting a new musical note in the melody 

given a previous one, then it is advised to use Markov chains. DNNs are optimal for keeping long-range 

temporal structure and temporal dependencies in a musical piece. The state-of-the-art GAN is used for 

developing nontraditional music composition applications such the generation of melody that confronts 

to given lyrics [14], or the creation of a deformable timbre synthesis instrument [20]. Counterpoint rules 

are better represented in a rule-based system although there are rather promising results from utilizing 

ANNs for this task, specially NMTs [24].  
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Task Techniques and Applications 

Melody Pitch GA: 2016 [7] - CBR: 2017 [6] - DNN: 2016 [8], 2016 [9], 2017 [10] - Markov: 2017 [6] - GAN:  2017 

[11], 2018 [12], 2020 [14], 2021 [13] 

Melody Timbre GA: 2010 [18] - Linear Optimization: 2007 [15], 2010 [16], 2013 [17] - AIS: 2019 [19] - GAN: 2020 

[20] 

Counterpoint 

Accompaniment 

ANN: 2019 [23], 2021 [24]- Rule-Based: 2010 [21] - Markov: 2018 [22]  

Chorale 

Accompaniment 

ANN: 2017 [26], 2018 [27] - DNN: 2017 [25] – Rule-Based: 2020 [28] -  

Markov: 2020 [28] 

Chord 

Accompaniment 

GA: 2012 [29], 2015 [30], 2020 [34] - ANN: 2017 [32], 2019 [33] - AIS: 2015 [31] 

Bass 

Accompaniment 

GA: 2012 [29], 2015 [35] - DNN: 2020 [36] 

Rhythm GA: 2015 [30] - ANN: 2020 [37] 

 

4. Generated Music Evaluation 

 

Evaluating the music generated by machines is a nontrivial task. The most famous method of evaluation 

is the Turing test like method in which human listeners are introduced to several musical pieces; some 

are generated by computers and some were created by human composers. Human listeners should judge 

if a musical piece sounds realistic (created by human composer) or not.  

Research in automatic evaluation of computer generated music is very recent [38]. Several quantitative 

metrics have been adopted in evaluating music generation systems. These metrics lie mainly within two 

categories; either model evaluators or music evaluators. The former is concerned with evaluating how 

successful is the model in processing data. Examples of model evaluation metrics include Loss, PPL 

(Perplexity), BLEU score, precision, recall, F1, etc. Music evaluation metrics require researchers to 

acquire music theory knowledge. Music metrics allow for judging the musicality of the generated 

musical pieces compared to original real pieces. Music metrics can be either pitch-related, rhythm-

related, chord/harmony-related, or style transfer-related.  

Yang and Lerch [39]  proposed a set of music metrics for assessing the musicality of machine generated 

music. Ji et al. [40] as well as Carnovalini and Rodà [41] provide extensive surveys on the topic of 

machine music evaluation, we refer the interested reader to their articles. 

 

5. Conclusion and Future Work 

 

Computer music composition is an interesting field of research that is full of challenges. In this paper 

we studied the problem of automating the various music composition tasks utilizing the recent 

computational intelligence techniques. We first introduced the classification of music composition tasks 

and their definitions. We then studied the several recent applications of CI in each music composition 

task. We also discussed the most suitable technique for performing music composition tasks. We finally 

mention the different methods for evaluating computer generated music. 

There is a wide range of fruitful ideas for future research in the field of computer music composition. 

Primarily, more research can be conducted with GANs in the generation of accompaniment music and 

Table. 1: Summary of CI tecniques used in each music composition task 
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rhythm. Additionally, it would be interesting to complete on some of the systems studied in this paper 

that are concerned with automating one single musical task to turn them into full composers. For 

example, rhythm patterns learned in [37] can be embedded within the process of generating further 

complete music compositions. 

In this survey we already highlighted the merge of different CI techniques together such as rule-based 

with GA and AIS, and such as CBR with Markov chains. However, the door is still open for research in 

combining more techniques together for achieving better quality for the generated compositions.   

Another way of improvement of music composition applications is to make use of enhancements 

techniques proposed earlier in different research fields and apply it to the field of music composition. 

For example, the deep learning improvement technique proposed in [42] with the aim of reducing the 

error rate using auto encoder and GA can be applied in enhancing deep learning in music composition 

applications. 
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